Mondrian-inspired wall hanging instructions

Step 1: Trace pattern and cut out 4 squares (1 red, 1 blue, 1 yellow, 1 white)

Step 2: Cut out 4 strips of black fabric (2 strips are 7” long, 2 strips are 9.5” long)

Step 3: Create a pattern for your wall hanging.

Step 4: Using a running stitch, sew the top two squares together (right sides together).

Step 5: Repeat step 4 with the bottom two squares.

Step 6: Sew two rows together (flip so right sides are touching).
Step 7: Line up smaller (7” pieces) of black fabric as shown on the left. Sew together using a running stitch.

Stay close to the edge of the fabric.

Step 8: Line up larger (9.5” pieces) of fabric as shown on left. Sew together using a running stitch.

Stay close to the edge of the fabric.

Step 9: Pin felt flaps to top of hanging. Straps should fold inward (see picture on left).

Step 10: Cut out a piece of backing fabric.

Step 11: Pin backing to front of wall hanging. Using a running stitch, sew around edges -- leaving an arm-sized hole to flip out the completed fabric. (Let adult or CIT flip out...WATCH FOR PINS).

Step 12: Show off your completed wall hanging!